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We report the emergence of large zig-zag bands in a population of reversibly actuated magnetic
rotors that behave as active shakers, namely squirmers that shake the fluid around them without
moving. The shakers collectively organize into dynamic structures displaying self-similar growth,
and generate topological defects in form of cusps that connect vortices of rolling particles with
alternating chirality. By combining experimental analysis with particle-based simulation, we show
that the special flow field created by the shakers is the only ingredient needed to reproduce the
observed spatiotemporal pattern. We unveil a self-organization scenario in a collection of driven
particles in an elastic medium emerging from the reduced particle degrees of freedom, as here the
frozen orientational motion of the shakers.

Viscoelasticity, namely the tendency of a material to
display both viscous and elastic response under external
deformation, is commonly observed in a broad range of
systems, from anelastic solids [1, 2], to liquid crystals [3],
micelles [4], concentrated colloidal suspensions [5, 6]
biopolymers [7, 8] or living cells [9, 10]. In viscoelastic
fluids, the internal molecular rearrangement span several
time and length scales, provoking a series of intriguing
phenomena including stress relaxation, hysteresis, mem-
ory, creep or shear thickening [11]. While the bulk behav-
ior of such fluids has been the matter of much research
to date, emergent directions point towards investigating
how such fluids mediate the organization of dispersed mi-
croscopic particles. Active [12–16], passive [17–19] or ex-
ternally driven [20–25] particles in viscoelastic fluids are
excellent model systems for many-body organization in
elastic materials, while displaying promising applications
in microrheology [26, 27], tissue engineering [28–30] or
microrobotics [31, 32]. Indeed fluid elasticity can directly
affect the propulsion behavior of microswimmers [33–40],
or even be used to obtain net motion via streaming flow
when pair of particles interact [36, 41, 42]. However, most
of these works have been focused on single or few inter-
acting particles, leaving the rich physics of ensembles a
rich ground for exploration.

Here we demonstrate that a collection of active shak-
ers made of driven magnetic microrotors can self organize
into large scale dynamic bands displaying a zig-zag shape.
First, we experimentally determine the flow field around
a microrotor which originates from a microscopic version
of the Weissenberg effect [44–46], and is astonishingly
similar to that of a shaker force dipole [47]. Finite ele-
ment simulations confirm that the elastic stresses around
the periodically rotating particles drive a net dipolar flow
field. We then characterize the growth process which
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starts at a microscopic level with pairs of rotors and
grows beyond the millimeter scale. We found that the
growth is scale invariant and linear with time. Using
particle-based simulations based on a minimal model, we
show that the shaker-like flow is at the origin of the in-
stability, and it explains the observed constant angle of
the bands. These results suggest that the formation of
zig-zag patterns is a general effect which could arise in a
broad range of systems.

We disperse anisotropic microparticles in a solution
of polyacrylamide (PAAM) at a concentration of 0.05%
by vol. in deionized water, (see Supplemental Mate-
rial (SM) for more details [43]. The PAAM is a linear,
high-molecular weight polymer (Mw = 5 − 6 · 106) and
its addition to water made the solution viscoelastic, see
SM [43] for further details. From previous works [48, 49]
we estimate the stress relaxation time of such diluted
PAAM solution to be of the order τ ∼ 3ms. Within
our PAAM solution we then disperse home-made fer-
romagnetic hematite colloids, prepared using a sol-gel
technique [43, 50] and characterized by a peanut-like
shape with two lobes with a long (short) axis equal to
α = 2.6µm (β = 1.2µm), see inset in Fig. 1a. The parti-
cles display a permanent magnetic moment of amplitude
m ' 9 · 10−16 Am2 [51], and oriented perpendicular to
their long axis. Once dispersed in the PAAM solution,
the particles sediment due to density mismatch, and float
at an almost fixed elevation h due to the balance be-
tween gravity and electrostatic repulsion with the close
substrate.

We realize active colloidal shakers by cyclically driving
our particles back and forward along a fixed direction
(here the x̂-axis) using a time dependent rotating field,

B = B [sin (2πt∆f−)x̂+ cos (2πt∆f+)ẑ] , (1)

being ∆f± = f ± δf/2 and δf the frequency difference
between the two field components along the x̂ and ẑ axis.
The applied modulation periodically changes the direc-
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FIG. 1. (a) Trajectories of a dilute suspension of shakers
after N = 68 cycles of the rotating field, MovieS1 in [43].
Top inset shows scanning electron microscope image of one
hematite particle with the permanent magnetic moment m.
Small scheme on the right side shows lateral view of one mag-
netic roller. (d) Mean displacement 〈x〉 versus time t of shak-
ers (blue) after N = 16 field cycles. Red line denotes the field
direction of rotation α. (c) Sequence of images illustrating
the band formation from an initially disordered suspension
(t = 0) and under a magnetic modulation with f = 80Hz and
δt = 1/8s, see also MovieS3 in [43]. The image at t = 240
s shows two bands at a distance D with wavelength λ, bond
angle θ and thickness e. (d) Average horizontal velocity 〈vy〉
of the shakers in bands. Red arrows denote the direction of
the circulating particles, MovieS4 in [43].

tion of rotation α every δt = 1/(2δf), inducing a mag-
netic torque τm = m×B that sets the particles into ro-
tational motion around their short axis with an angular
speed Ω = 2πf for frequencies f < 100Hz (synchronous
regime). Moreover, since the applied field is circularly
polarized along the (x̂, ẑ) plane, it aligns the permanent
moments of the particles, ensuring a fixed angular orien-
tation. Here we fix B = 5.5mT and f = 80Hz.

The presence of a solid surface breaks the spatial
symmetry, and produces a rolling transport due to the
rotation-translation hydrodynamic coupling [52]. In the
limit δf = 0, the field does not switches, and the hematite
particles roll above the substrate by acquiring a frequency
tunable propulsion speed vx ∼ 2πβf [53], with β the
particle short axis. In contrast, for a finite frequency
delay δf = 4Hz, individual particles perform small os-
cillations of amplitude ∆x ∼ 0.5µm and zero average

velocity, Fig. 1b and MovieS1 in [43].

The small amplitude time-reversible motion of the par-
ticle should produce no net displacement in a Newto-
nian fluid [54], as shown in MovieS2 in [43]. Instead,
we find that, at high particle density φ = 0.117± 0.002,
the shakers organize in complex dynamic bands which
grow linearly with time. As shown in the sequence of
images in Fig. 1c, a system of randomly distributed par-
ticles evolves into a structured array of bands with zig-
zag like shape after few second of magnetic driving. The
bands grow first by acquiring nearest particles, located
on their lateral sides, and then via a continuous merg-
ing, MovieS3 in [43]. These dynamic bands acquire a
zig-zag shape with branches arranged at a constant an-
gle of θl = ±31◦ delimited by cusps. A careful inspection
of the particle velocity within a band, Fig. 1d, reveals
that the shakers move collectively forming rotating vor-
tices with fast circulating edge currents up to 50µm s−1,
MovieS3 in [43]. Each branch of a band is made of a
large scale vortical flow of particles, and cusps within a
band connects vortices of opposite chirality, similar to a
two gears system. These bands were observed to form
also for smaller peanuts (α = 1.8µm, β = 1.3µm), or by
varying f ∈ [40, 100]Hz and for δf > 0.75Hz.

To understand these unexpected, complex structures
we analysed the flow field generated by a single microro-
tor. We obtain the velocity field in a dilute suspension of
microrotor over many field periods via particle tracking
velocimetrysee SM for details [43]. Note that in a Newto-
nian fluid hydrodynamics interactions are time reversible
so that no net particle displacement would emerge. Strik-
ingly, the obtained flow field in Fig. 2(a), displays strong
similarities with that generated by a shaker-like force
dipole [47]. Shakers are a category of squimers that
generate a flow pattern similar to that of several mi-
croorganisms such as Escherichia coli bacteria [55] but
without the polar component, which prevent them from
self-propelling. These particles exert stresses on the sur-
rounding fluid [56–58] that drive a flow field displaying an
attracting part at the particle sides and a repulsive one at
the tips, with a recirculation vortex between these two re-
gions. An estimate of the Deborah number, De = 2π f τ ,
yields De ≈ 1.5, which suggests that this particular flow
field results from the fluid elasticity. Thus, the parti-
cle rotation induces a normal stress difference along the
x̂-axis which induces a flow toward the rotor and, by vol-
ume conservation, the fluid is expelled toward the tips,
Fig. 2(b). We confirm this hypothesis by computing the
flow velocity v around a periodically-rotating ellipsoid
via three-dimensional numerical simulations. We con-
sider a stress tensor T = −pI + ηs

(
∇v +∇vT

)
+ σ as

sum of a Newtonian contribution (viscosity of water ηs)
coming from the solvent and a viscoelastic one σ intro-
duced by the PAAM. Here p is the pressure that enforce
the incompressibility condition, ∇ · T = 0. We use the
Oldroyd-B constitutive model, which predicts a constant
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FIG. 2. (a) Normalized relative velocity vr/vM in the (x, y)
plane of one shaker showing regions of attractions (vr < 0)
and repulsion (vr > 0) separated by θl. Left (right) panel
refers to experimentally measured (simulated) flow field ve-
locity normalized by the maximum velocity vM with super-
imposed the flow streamlines (vM = 2.2µm s−1 for the ex-
periments, vM = 22µm s−1 for the simulation see also the
SM [43]). (b) Normalized first normal stress difference in the
(x, y) plane with σ0 = (ηs + ηp)ω, see text. (c) Schemat-
ics of two microrotors in three configurations: attraction (re-
pulsion) arises when θ > θl (θ < θl) with θl = 31◦. (d-f)
Evolution with time of (d) the average radial velocity 〈vr〉,
(e) the relative angle 〈θ〉 and (f) the radial distance 〈r〉 be-
tween two approaching microrotors. In all images blue (yel-
low) arrows indicate attraction (repulsion) between the pair,
MovieS5 in [43]. (g) Top view of the flow velocity generated
from the interaction of two shakers. (h) Assembled structure
from the flow produced by the shakers. (i) Sequence of snap-
shots showing a one-particle thin band with superimposed two
particle’s trajectories, MovieS6 in [43].

viscosity but a non zero normal stress difference [59], via

an additional constitutive equation:

τ

(
∂

∂t
σ + v · ∇σ −∇v · σ − σ · ∇vT

)
+σ = ηp

(
∇v +∇vT

)
,

(2)
where ηp is the polymer viscosity. Such model reduces
to only two parameters, ηp and τ ∼ 3 ms. The polymer
viscosity can be extracted from the zero-shear viscosity of
the solution, which from the experimental measurements
is η0 ≈ 2 ηs thus we estimate ηp ≈ ηs. See SM [43] for
further technical details.

The right panel of Fig. 2(a) shows that the computed
velocity field in the plane z = h and averaged over one
period, δt, displays the same features as that measured in
the experiments and confirms that the mechanism driv-
ing the dipolar flow structure is the first normal stress
difference, see Fig. 2(b). This result is consistent with
the seminal works by Giesekus [60] and Fosdick and Kao
[61], who showed that the first normal stress distribu-
tion around a rotating sphere generates streamlines that
increase with even powers of De. It follows that the
flow field introduced by the first normal stresses does not
change sign upon changing the direction of the particle
rotation leading to a non zero average over one period.

We then analysed the interactions between a pair of
shakers using data from 33 separate experiments. Due to
the field alignment, the magnetic particles display neg-
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ligible orientational motion and the relative orientation
can be described in term of a single angle θ, Fig. 2c. The
relative velocity field between the pair has a similar struc-
ture than the one generated by a single one. Two par-
ticles attract each other when are side by side and repel
when positioned tip-to-tip. The transition between the
two regions occurs at an angle θl = 31◦, Fig. 2(c). When
two particles are initially arranged such that θ > θl, they
approach first slowly and keeping their relative orienta-
tion constant. Near close contact, r = 2µm we observe
a rapid sliding process which causes a speed up effect
reaching relative velocities up to vr = 40µms−1, Fig. 2(d-
f). Such process re-arrange the rotors from side-by side
(θ ∼ 60◦) to tip-to-tip (θ ∼ 0◦), MovieS5 in [43]. Thus,
close particles arrange themselves at an angle θl where
attraction and repulsion are minimized and, by drawing
the flow lines, one recovers the direction of rotation of
the vortices, Fig. 2h. During band growth, defects arises
in form of cusps which sink incoming particles expelling
them from the opposite side, Fig. 2g. Such hypothesis
is confirmed by observing the formation of one line thin
band, Fig. 2i and MovieS6 in [43], where the constituent
particles detaching from the branch are dragged along
the vortical edge current toward the nearest cusp.

Ensemble of shakers exhibit a self-similar behaviour
with scale invariance in time as they evolve to large

scale structures, Fig. 3a. During coarsening, the differ-
ent band parameters as wavelength (λ, Fig. 3c), thick-
ness (e, Fig. 3d) and distance (D, Fig. 3e) grow linearly
in time, while the the bond angle rapidly saturate to θl,
Fig. 3b [62]. As shown in Fig.3a, a band is composed
of a sequence of topological defects in form of positive
(pointing upwards) and negative cusps that connect dif-
ferent branches in a zig-zag manner. During coarsen-
ing, small branches disappear in favor of large one in-
ducing the annihilation of cusps, MovieS7 in [43]. This
dynamically slow process ultimately would lead to a sin-
gle band of particles, or to separate bands at very large
distance between them. However, due to the slow veloc-
ity of coarsening and the large system size (observation
window 0.66 mm, whole system size 1 cm), this state
is difficult to reach experimentally. During coarsening,
separate bands merge by reducing their distance until
touching each other. Such process is triggered in part
by the cusp annihilation that increases the wavelength
λ and so the spatial extension of a band along the lat-
eral direction (x̂). The fusion of two bands increases
the inter-band distance D and give rise to a new struc-
ture with larger thickness e. This new band will in turn
annihilates its cusps, starting a new cycle. The cusp’s
annihilation process ([A] + [A] → 0) can be written as
d[A]
dt = −k[A]2, being [A] the linear cusp concentration

and k the annihilation rate. The solution of this equation
is [A](t) = a0/(1 +a0kt) with a0 = [A](t = 0). Thus, one
can recover the linear growth in time of the wavelength
by writing, λ(t) = 2/[A] = 2(kt+ 1/a0).

To rationalize our results, we set-up a minimal simu-
lation scheme that reproduces the self-organization sce-
nario neglecting magnetic and steric interactions. The
former are not considered given the relative low value
of m. For two hematite rotors (i, j) aligned tip to
tip (side by side) at the closest distance of xij = β
(yij = α) the time averaged potential is relatively
weak, given by 〈Ud〉 = −µ0m

2/(8πx3ij) = −5.8 kBT

(〈Ud〉 = µ0m
2/(4πx3ij) = 1.1 kBT resp.), being µ0 =

4π10−7 Hm−1. Thus, we are left to consider the gen-
erated velocity field (see Fig. 4a) that we obtain di-
rectly from the experimental data. We use an empiri-
cal function which simultaneously fit all data (Eq. 9 in
SM [43]) and provides the relative velocity v(rij ; θij) be-
tween particles at relative position rij and orientation θij .
Thus, we numerically integrate the equation of motion
dri

dt =
∑

i 6=j v(rij ; θij), more details on the implementa-
tion can be found in the SM [43]. Taking into account the
different approximation used, the result is rather striking
since it allow to reproduced the band formation process
and predict the correct circulation flow across the bands,
as shown in Fig. 4(d,e). Thus, the zigzag pattern arise
due to the shaker-like shape of the flow field generated
by the particle rotation, MovieS8 in [43].

In conclusion, we show that zig-zag bands emerge be-
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cause of the shaker-like flow field generated by the mag-
netic rotors. In our system, this flow field results from
the elastic stress created by the particle rotation within
the PAAM solution. However, similar patterns have been
also reported in Newtonian fluids for particles submitted
to an AC field [63]. The physical origin of this instability
was explain by macroscopic gradients in the electrolyte
concentration due to the field-induced concentration gra-
dients near the particles surfaces [64, 65]. Further, such
instability was attributed to mutual polarization of par-
ticles, causing them to rotate [66, 67], and recently to
the presence of electrokinetic flows [68]. Our work shows
that the zigzag instability is even more general, suggest-
ing that it is not the the forcing (magnetic or electric)
nor the medium (Newtonian or viscoelastic) that mat-
ter but rather the type of hydrodynamic flow those sys-
tems create around the particle. The frozen orientation
of the shakers plays an important role in stabilizing the
zigzags. Indeed, in active nematics it was shown that
freezing one orientation via a constant magnetic field in-
duces a zig-zag stripe phase [69]. In contrast, systems of
force-dipoles free to rotate and/or able to self propelled
may not exhibit such stable structures as they generate
turbulent dynamics. Thus, we find that the zigzag insta-
bility is a general phenomenon that would depend only
on the symmetry of the flow field developed by the par-
ticles. A potential technological application of our work
could be to localize magnetic inclusions in a microfluidc
device. The oscillating field could be used for example
to control the flow by inducing (removing) clogging when
oscillating field is switched on (off).
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